The ‘Terminated Tunnel’ restoration

Visiting lecturers often refer to Australia as the home of the Tunnel Restoration. When Geoff Knight described this new type of restoration in 1984, it represented the first significant departure from the principles laid out by GV Black almost 80 years earlier.

Black’s rules for restoring carious teeth had formed a cornerstone of twentieth century dentistry, but they were based on two assumptions: firstly, that cavies would invariably invade fissures and, secondly, that materials could not bond to tooth substance. Cavities were undercut and extended radically. In this post-fluoridation era, when an aging population forms the patient base of many practices, the profession is now observing the implications of such aggressive preparation. While cavities were “extended for prevention” they certainly were not designed to prevent caries from developing. The Tunnel Restoration was more benign, but it has been accepted more in theory than day-to-day practice. This is probably due to the entrenchedness of the Black philosophy and to the clinical difficulty of a conservative preparation.

The restoration is not without some limitations, however. When caries is close to the occlusal plane it sometimes proves impossible to preserve the interproximal ridge. Despite the refinement of the T-shaped cavity, access to interproximal decay can be troublesome and demand a route diagonal to the occlusal surface, approaching slightly closer to pulp horns than the traditional Class II preparation. Unless performed carefully, a tunnel preparation can be more conservative mechanically than biologically, at least in the short term.

The time may soon be approaching for the next evolution of the Tunnel Restoration. In 1990, PR Hunt proposed a variation, whereby the preparation did not extend through the interproximal wall, but rather left carious enamel intact in the assumption that remineralization could occur with the release of fluoride from a GIC restoration and effective microsealing. More recently, Geoff Knight has described the use of silver fluoride in remineralizing the soft affected layer of carious dentine and its promise in reducing the depth of preparations. The silver component kills bacteria and, in a 40 per cent solution, the fluoride promotes substantial mineral uptake.

It would appear that silver fluoride has great potential in remineralizing carious interproximal enamel, where cavitation is yet to occur. It may well represent a reliable means of making the Tunnel Restoration even more conservative still, by allowing preparation to stop short of penetrating the interproximal wall.
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Have you logged on to the ADA web site?

Don't forget to visit the new ADA web site www.ada.org.au for a whole range of valuable information relevant to your dental practice. It incorporates the ADA Branch sites and links with ADA affiliates and other important sites.

Visit www.ada.org.au